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Transforming Post-Industrial Cremorne
The Potential of Urban Mixity Discussed via an Exemplary Melbourne Inner-Suburb

The design-research Cremorne2025 investigated, though multiple iterations, the densification of 
an exemplary and historically crucial industrial suburb of Melbourne. It challenges consequences 
of urban sprawl, highlighting potentials of inner-city industrial sites for urban renewal and new 
activity. Careful intensification of urban heritage was acknowledged as necessary in retaining 
identity and attractiveness, avoiding gentrification. The project’s holistic strategy promotes well-
considered, site-specific urbanism, bridging between academia and practice, and connecting with 
real-world concerns. The academic research project - informed by anterior design-studios - led to 
community engagements, events, exhibitions, conference presentations and various publications. 
Each mode of practice revealed particular aspects, readings and propositions for the site’s 
diverse built and lived heritage, feeding back into the overall proposal, over a five-year span. 
Due to its long time frame and multiple iterations, it offered many points of contact, discussion, 
exterior challenge, revision and refinement. This confrontation and friction to different exterior 
discourses, allowed the project to shift in content, focus, and visual articulation. These revolve 
around the theme of ‘mixity’; a crucial driver for the project. The historically diverse character 
of light industrial areas emerged as driving leitmotiv driving our investigation into the renewal 
of post-industrial heritage. The project’s evolution increasingly highlighted a particular context: 
Currently intense Australasian development and investment pressures reinforce the acute need 
for new concepts and processes addressing threats to this mixity. Post-GFC affordability, social 
and programmatic segregation issues appear now more intensely then ever. 

Keywords — post-industrial transformation processes; light industry; site-specific design; design-research methods.

IntroductIon

Inner urban areas are key components of the densification of Australian cities, and as such they are already factored into 
strategic planning. However this strategy often targets heavy industrial neighbourhoods, missing the specific potentials 
and particularities existing in light industrial neighbourhoods. In this paper, areas of light industry, such as Cremorne, in 
Melbourne’s inner south, are seen as less robust, more fragile and not possessing easily defined heritage value. 

Using the Cremorne2025 longitudinal study as a model this paper proposes ways of augmenting the existing energy 
directed at the transformation of inner city industrial spaces by leveraging the layered, complex and mixed qualities of 
these lighter industrial suburbs. 

This paper examines the Melbourne suburb of Cremorne as a typical example of such neighbourhoods. Through a five-
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year longitudinal study of the suburb, lessons and possibilities have been investigated through an intense combination 
of academic and design research. This study of Cremorne, in turn, is used as a lens to understand the precariousness of 
Australia’s light industrial heritage, their character and their importance to urban life. 

creMorne context

Cremorne, a small suburb in Melbourne’s inner-south, exhibits characteristics of a transitioning post-industrial precinct 
(O’Hanlon, S. and Hamnett, C., 2009).  This state of transition is not new to the area, with Cremorne’s post-colonial land 
use in constant state of flux, turned over for use as pleasure gardens, housing, manufacturing and now ‘tech hubs’. This 
combined with its propensity to be ‘lumped in’ with Richmond, (Cremorne’s more famous and larger neighbour) meant 
a definitive identity is difficult to pin down. Its overall character can be seen as being defined by large industry, but it has 
retained much of the light industrial grain that has been assembled over decades of incremental development. The paper 
argues that it is this grain and this invisible history, which is significantly contributory to Cremorne’s value - and to its 
overall mix. Cremorne is also of interest because it was not part of first wave of gentrification that Collingwood, Fitzroy 
and North Melbourne were subject to  - although it has been subject to rapid developments in the aftermath of the Global 
Financial Crisis (GFC). 

Figure 1.  Cremorne’s Favourable Position

Hemmed by rail, road and the Yarra River, Cremorne is located approximately 2km southeast of Melbourne’s CBD.  Its 
proximity to the city, major transport connections, and major recreational and shopping precincts make it an increasingly 
inviting location in which to live and work. Early in its history, the suburb was an important manufacturing precinct 
occupied by industrial giants like Bryant & May - and its iconic buildings - as well as many smaller factories.  

Unlike other cities that built their reputations on the production of internationally important goods, Melbourne’s (and 
therefore Cremorne’s) industry was based around the production of goods that sat in the homes of locals (Davison, G., 
2007), and were a part of everyday life (in Cremorne it was shirts, Rosella tomato sauces, soups and preserves, Redhead 
matches for example). This means that while the suburb seems hidden and oft-forgotten, its presence in Australian culture 
is widespread and varied, not just in terms of the goods once produced there, but also in the cultivation of a strong culture 
of drinking, music and sport. The high density of pubs in Richmond, where people met after work, still exists to an 
extent, with workers and residents flushed out from their compact abodes into the social eating and drinking holes. The 
pub, like Cremorne itself, is representative of an inclusive space that transcends class, boss/employee divide and origins.  
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The academic research project - developed out of these anterior studies - led to community engagements, events, 
exhibitions, conference presentations and various publications. Each mode of practice revealed particular aspects, 
readings and propositions for the site’s diverse built and lived heritage, feeding back into the overall proposal, over a 
five-year span. Due to its long time frame and multiple iterations, it offered many points of contact, discussion, exterior 
challenge, revision and refinement.

Figure 3.  Event in Cremorne 2013

This confrontation and friction to different exterior discourses, allowed the project to shift in content, focus, and visual 
articulation. These revolve around the theme of ‘mixity’; a crucial driver for the project. The historically diverse character 
of light industrial areas emerged as leitmotiv driving the investigation into the renewal of post-industrial heritage.

The project’s evolution increasingly highlighted a particular context: currently intense Australasian development and 
investment pressures reinforce the acute need for new concepts and processes addressing threats to this mixity. Post-GFC 
affordability, social and programmatic segregation issues appear now more intensely than ever. 

The study provides an exemplar of a method and approach to the transformation of light industrial precincts with 
the aim of making a tangible project proposals for a post industrial precinct, while raising awareness: potentials and 
threats to its heritage. It advocates for inner city densification using site-specific and heritage-conscious transformation 
strategies; inclusive design promoting mixity of people, programmes, living forms; sustainable pedestrian living, public 
infrastructures and recreation.  

Cremorne2025 exposed vulnerability due to a particular geographical historic context, and highlighted the value of light 
industrial areas for current urban diversity, in comparison to relatively protected heavy industry. It made the connection 
between historic diversity, current and future multiculturalism, creativity, innovation, and ultimately future productivity. 
In that manner the study was a political instrument, and the resulting book advocated for changes in planning approaches 
and processes.

McCalman claims in Struggletown, that it is here that the multiculturalism, that is so cherished today in Australian cities, 
found its origin. (McCalman, J., 1998)  

The suburb’s freeway-facing perimeter is defined by the well-known Barrett Burston maltings, which immediately, but 
perhaps misleadingly cast the area as one of heavy industry. Its interior, however, is finer grain. A mixture of workers’ 
terraces and freestanding villas sit adjacent to small-to-medium warehouses, former pubs and the nascent technology 
campuses. This existing mix of building stock, program and occupation, combined with the crowds that come for sport and 
shopping create a lively atmosphere. It was this mix that the key researchers of the Cremorne2025 study, as newcomers 
to Australia, identified as a useful petri dish to explore specific urban approaches, through a series of design research 
investigations at Monash University.

creMorne2025 longItudInal study:

The Cremorne2025 study (fig. 2) began through a series of design-research studies operating in Monash University’s 
department of Architecture. Instigated by Maud Cassaignau and Markus Jung, they challenged assumed practices of urban 
sprawl, highlighting potentials of inner-city industrial sites for urban renewal and new activity, while their presence was 
used to catalyse community engagement and discussion around resulting design studies (Fig 3).

Careful intensification of urban heritage was acknowledged as necessary in retaining identity and attractiveness; 
avoiding gentrification. The project’s holistic strategy promoted well-considered, site-specific urbanism, bridging between 
academia and practice, and connecting with real-world concerns.

Figure 2.  Vision for Cremorne’s Transformation
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The study, and subsequent book, developed the term “mixity” to describe the character of these urban areas. Notionally, 
this is achieved through the active provision and diversification of building types and eras, urban spaces, apartment types 
and sizes, programs and amenities. Alongside spatial apparatuses, mixity also involves encouraging the cohabitation of 
people with varying interests, preferences, needs, ways of life, professions, familial status, ages, social backgrounds and 
degrees of mobility. These aspects can conceive a holistic urban sum greater than its individual parts. In other words, 
mixity stands for, but is not limited to, social inclusiveness, heterogeneity of built forms, and a diversity of spatial 
programs and amenities.  This definition of mixity applies when these above-mentioned catalysts of resilient city-making 
occur simultaneously at a precinct scale. 

The word also draws deliberate parallels with the French concept of ‘mixité.’ Lacking an immediate cognate in english, 
‘mixité’ is defined as “a mixed state or character of a group, an urban area … in particular gender mix or ... a mix of 
people that are different or the cohabitation between people of different religions, races, origins, genders, social origins 
and professional occupations” (Centre National de Ressources Textuelles, 2016). The term might be read as meaning 
‘diversity’ - but it also suggests something more complex and more deliberate. The first quality is certainly true of 
Cremorne - with its complex, chequered and layered history - but the second is more contested. Qualities of mix and 
mixity may not be directly coterminous. So, the projective aspects of the studio-led design project focused on designing in 
these qualities - on building and structuring social mixity, based on existing opportunities and potentials within Cremorne. 
A key driver of the project is to strengthen and grow this mixity by complementing the existing with new mixity, using 
the book’s credo: Extant +New = Fresh.

research structure and approach

This observation did not emerge out of a vacuum. The initial studio forays occurred at a complex and contested time 
in urban discourse in Melbourne - and more broadly within Australia. Speculative documents and interrogative tools 
like Richard Weller’s ‘Boomtown 2050’ cast a critical and caustic eye across the accepted approaches to Australia urban 
thought and practice (Weller, R., 2009) - unstitching the binary divide between processes of densification and sprawl. 
The on-going global financial crisis had upset expectations around development and investment - although the Australian 
marketplace remained generally insulated.

Locally, the planning and development environment was challenged by cyclical shifts in power (Mees, P., 2003). Changing 
state governments sidelined policies of previous incumbents - and reframed the growth of the city around aspirational 
but unquantifiable images of densification; a notional ‘Melbourne as Manhattan’ (Guy, M., 2012). The energy behind 
corridor densification was unsettled by a new focus on appropriate development (Adams, R. 2017), restructured zones, 
and an emphasis on specific large-scale development sites such as Fishermen’s Bend. The shift reframed development in 
Melbourne as a space in tension between inner-urban intensification and a largely invisible (and inevitable) spread of an 
edge-urban condition.

But this was also a space that offered significant potentials for imagining a city poised between these extremes - with 
multiple research focuses on middle suburbs, grey fields, and other interstitial urban spaces.

The initial design research was expanded and re-examined through a series of exhibitions - events that established a 
critical set of reflexive feedback loops, as well as strong relationships with significant and active figures in the community. 
This cycle of reflection was also enhanced by the first collation of material for ‘Building Mixity’ - which began to connect 
lessons and understandings drawn from the studio to larger economic and urban forces.

So, over the course of two design studios and associated exhibitions, the information and understanding coalesced, 
changing the emphasis of research from a projective study to a documentation of the changes occurring post GFC. The 
study thus became both an imaging of potentials and possibilities, as well as a recording of change over a nearly a decade. 

The study also functioned as a recording of the current condition and covered topics uncovered via a range of media, 
including the diversity of heritage conditions and building types (recorded via maps, typology charts and photos) (fig. 4), 
the local community (interviews), diversity of activities, and the urban grain (maps, photos.)

defInIng MIxIty

A key component of Cassaignau and Jung’s early studio investigations was the development of ideas of ‘mixity’. These 
speculations emerged from observations around the patchwork of Cremorne’s industrial, residential, and latent urban 
spaces. The term quickly became a catch-all for the kinds of qualities required for sensitive, sensible urban development 
and regeneration - processes running counter to both broad hectare housing, and single-site commercial development. 

Figure 4.  Typology plan with proposed transformation strategies for industrial heritage
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(and requiring) workers to interact more with the surrounding fabric. The aforementioned Disney and Seek complexes can 
be seen as more destructive contemporary versions of this, reducing the need for external supply but also reducing mixity 
by consuming a diverse range of smaller, but highly varied, workplaces.

Fig. 5 Historical pub culture in Richmond, map photographed in London Pub 

These interactions form some of the prototypical pre-conditions of mixity. Links are operational - connecting businesses 
through collaborations, production chains, suppliers - as well as spatial. Spaces of dense, diverse industries can be 
populated and punctuated by spaces for ‘smokos,’ for lunches, for storage and for additional outdoor workshop space. 
These animate the mixed territory. Likewise, the mixed neighbourhood has complex relationships with its surrounding 
- with an emphasis on cycles and temporality. The space can be read through lunchtimes, the closing hours of the pubs 
(fig.5) , the manoeuvring of crowds on match-days.

Cremorne is also a figurer for other light industry areas in Melbourne (fig. 6) and major Australian cities. 

They have similar ‘mixed’ conditions - and are also well located - clustered around the dense inner urban core. However, 
at least in the context of Melbourne, there is a marked distinction between the larger planned (and on-going) developments 
in the docklands and Fishermans Bend, and those in mixed suburbs like Collingwood, Abbotsford, or Cremorne. 

That is not to suggest that these spaces automatically possess qualities of mixity - or that they possess them across the 
full span of their life and development.  A key component of mixity remains social mix - and spaces like Cremorne were 
subject to some of the worst excesses and depredations of Australia’s boom and bust economy (McCalman, J., 1998). 
Nevertheless, these spaces contain some of the essential preconditions for mixity, as outlined in the Cremorne2025 study.

This highlighted another kind of development; one that that threatens rather than augments. 

a lIght(er) Industry

Existing spaces of urban mixity - like Cremorne - are at risk precisely because it is hard to quantify this quality, or what 
makes them good. A metric for understanding mixity - indeed, for predicting mixity - was required.

Ongoing research has examined markers for mixity. Examining how mixity might be articulated and defended 
highlighted the importance of the spatial context of a site. What came out as well through the contextualisation was the 
particularity of light industrial areas to the emerging discussion of mixed space and urban potentials. 

Australian industry doesn’t behave in exactly the same mode as European or American models. Some of this has to do 
with the origins of our cities, Asa Briggs devotes a chapter of ‘Victorian Cities’ to Melbourne - but notes that this city, like 
other major Australian cities, seemingly inverted practices and processes of development - that “urbanisation stimulated 
industrialisation rather than the reverse” (Briggs, A. 1963, 309). Some of it has to do with the peculiar protectionist 
policies pursued in the 20th century, as well as the client relationship with Britain, then the United States (Charlton, A., 
2014).

In general industry in Australia means manufacturing (not heavy industrial practices) and can be tied to two loose 
periods; the production of items needed by rapidly growing cities in the 19th century, and the spike in subsidised and 
supported consumer industries post-war. The peculiarities suggest a kind of qualified picture of industry - one that is 
addressed as lighter or heavier - existing on a continuum rather than definitively one of the other. 

In a local context, an early discussion of possible gradations across this scale is present in the 1929 Melbourne ‘Plan 
for General Development.’ This marks a distinction between planned areas for heavy industries (Industry B and C) and 
lighter industries (Industry A.)  The scheme grandfathers noncompliant uses - recognising the intermingling of dwelling 
and factory typologies. However, this was seen as a less than optimum outcome - the general thrust was to work towards 
a separation of programme. Still, this is a useful acknowledgment of the mixed and opportunistic nature of industry in 
these particular urban spaces. Cremorne was provisionally zoned as Industrial A - but this should suggest an aspirational 
attitude - and in practice the approaches of the 1929 were anaemic. Cremorne remained a mix of residential and industrial 
- with some interwar manufacturing sites along Cremorne Street.

Subsequent approaches retain this focus on compartmentalisation. The 1954 Metropolitan Plan was concerned with 
structuring new and peripheral spaces for nationally important engineering industries. The report was conscious of the 
vulnerabilities of lighter industry to international competition - as well as its relationship to a domestic market and needs. 
But the report also documented a new development - the conversion of old housing stock to light industrial uses in mixed, 
inner urban suburbs (Melbourne and Metropolitan Board of Works, 1954, 83). Cremorne’s immediate post-war fabric did 
not escape this shift - with newer warehouses replacing degraded housing stock on a one-for-one, or paired-lot basis. But 
this also meant that there was little large-scale consolidation - and the incipient suburb retained a relatively tight, coherent 
grain. 

Cremorne is an exemplar. In comparison to heavy industry these areas seem to have more spatial programmatic diversity, 
with areas of light industry characterised by many small plots, occupied by a range of businesses, activities, and building 
typologies. This is witnessed in Figure 7. of the Cremorne2025 longitudinal study. 

The mix and grain of variegated manufacturing can be contrasted to large ‘model factories’(McCalman, J., 1998) in 
heavier industry areas. The Bryant and May buildings existed as inwardly focused and centralised; with all worker’s 
facilities embedded in the building, alongside the programme (ballrooms, canteens etc.) that would normally exist nearby 
but outside, in the surrounding community. In contrast, small warehouses and factories are less self reliant; encouraging 
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Light industrial neighbourhoods suffer from a lack of ‘identity’ or identifiable characteristics, meaning they are at risk 
of widespread or large-scale erasure. A number of developments have been identified in Cremorne, which highlight this 
dispersed erasure of the historic Light industrial fabric (see fig. 7).

Similarly, the finer grain - a positive characteristic of mix - also renders the fabric more vulnerable - as it is easier to buy 
up progressively. This also renders the space more suitable for smaller, faster, but potentially, less scrutinised or sensitive 
investment and development. 

Finally, there is less potential for community opposition, because there are no heritage overlays, few residential 
neighbours and less high profile developments to attract attention and complaints. Generally, brownfield locations will 
have fewer objections to higher density developments and ‘NIMBY’ objections (Newton, P. and Glackin, S., 2014) but 
cost more than suburban sites to redevelop do to the required environmental remediation. Suburbs such as Cremorne 
lack the residential neighbours to object but their light industrial areas are not burdened by the need for environmental 
restoration

Cremorne’s current mode of transformation is interesting - as it appears to be warehouse replacement rather than 
warehouse conversion that drives development. This differs from earlier development in the inner city - for example, in 
Fitzroy the wave of development in the 70s, 80s and 90s was at smaller scales - with a one-to-one conversion of existing 
stock, rather than large scale redevelopment (O’Hanlon, S. and Sharpe, S. 2009).

Such replacement can threaten qualities of mix and mixity - stabilising typologies and homogenising demographics. 
But they are less worrying than the potential proliferation of larger, ‘block and box’ projects mooted for Cremorne. Here 
the mode of transformation is warehouse replacement then plot consolidation, rather than warehouse conversion.

The Cremorne2025 study identified and unpacked a key driver in this dangerous moment - events that increase pressures 
on vulnerable Light industry areas, where no protection measures are in place/ off radar.

This is framed by a time of particularly intense investment as post GFC global speculative investment sought out stable 
bolt-holes - with the realty market in spaces like the UK, Canada, and Australia at the fore.

Foreign investment in speculative instruments is one part of the puzzle. The other is the particular domestic condition 
- where investment boosted by a booming population (Australian Bureau of Statistics, 2017) The particular pressures 
highlight the aforementioned binary divide between density and sprawl; with development in Melbourne producing 
towers and suburban project homes.  The key consideration is speed - pressure to build housing fast - either for émigrés, 
or for investment - with little focus on diversity.

This is unparalleled environment, which wraps up a network of nested issues. 

These super-fast developments are occurring across the city. The established sinks are being exhausted. While there are 
still many intact post-industrial areas - McCaulay, Fishermen’s Bend, Cremorne - we are entering a critical moment where 
their future direction lies in the balance. 

Once these areas have been altered there is no way back - the established grain and mixity present in these spaces cannot 
be easily reinstated.  

IMplIcIt threats

The scope of these threats are evidenced by the projects slated for development within Cremorne (fig.7).

already converted planned conversion potential for conversion Cremorne

Figure 6. Other Light Industrial Sites in Melbourne

 
This historical mixity of light industrial areas is a layered thing; a superimposition of rich histories; diversity of 

buildings, typologies, spaces; diversity of programs, activities, industries, businesses; and diversity of users, population. 
This particular type of diversity, cultivated in cities over time, is a source for today’s creative spirit and what makes 
Melbourne so attractive globally (The Economist Intelligence Unit, 2017). As Jane Jacobs and Saskia Sassen note, this 
process also acts as a seed for future creativity, innovation, and productivity (Sassen, S., 2016).

eMergIng threats

Light industrial neighbourhoods – identified by way of the study as good precincts for the application of ‘mixity’ - are 
lively, already diverse, contain human-scale plots, and a diverse range of business. But these qualities also make them 
‘fragile’ and at risk of sweeping and unnoticed transformation and gentrification.

In contrast, old former heavy industrial precincts are generally already quite visible and any mention of development 
will likely attract interest, both positive and negative. Any attempts to transform heavy industrial are likely to be more 
pronounced, or at least start at a precinct scale, whereas in light industrial centres, the transformation can occur at the scale 
of the individual building. These means areas of light industry are at risk of careless or destructive development.

Critically, these spaces are less ‘on the radar’ of heritage protection bodies and measures. This may be, in part, because 
they are less iconic - less marked by visible heritage, with buildings that are more connected to the quotidian and the 
every-day.  
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conclusIon

Cremorne2025 and its subsequent book publication to be launched in 2018 (fig.8) emerged out of an intensive five-
year research and design-based study of a rapidly transforming post-industrial suburb in Melbourne’s inner-south. It also 
ultimately served as a historical recording of the suburb at a critical moment of change, and provided an insight into the 
fragile nature of a particular type of industrial precinct. 

Findings from the Cremorne2025 study - including the focus on mixity, and the identification of these fabrics as hyper-
rich and valuable - can be applied to further sites. These may be scheduled development sites in Melbourne - where the 
model of integrated but incremental shifts in fabric can counter the overt master planning. 

More broadly, lessons from Cremorne2025 can be used to re-contextualise similar urban fabrics in other Australian 
cities. 

At the same time, documenting existing diversities can have an ancillary value; for future record and assessment, to 
understand better the history and development of our cities, and learn and prepare for the future. At its core, though, the 
Cremorne2025 study remains a meditation on the value of mixity, and its key role in liveable, sustainable, and productive 

Fig 8. Upcoming book by M. Cassaignau, M.Jung with M.Xue  Building Mixity! By Monash University Press  
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URBAN DEVELOPMENT 
IN CREMORNE SINCE 2015

Figure 7.  Urban development since 2015. In red mono-programmatic ‘big box’ developments threatening existing historic grain.

These might be considered an offshoot of existing replacement of building stock - but with a dangerous capacity to 
challenge and change existing grain and mix. 

These projects threaten the assembled mix and diversity through an inherent and radical homogeneity. Such projects 
tend toward homogenous programs and homogenous user groups - in the case of interloper projects in Cremorne, tech 
companies and tech employees. These are expressed through architectural languages, which are global - and formal 
solutions that are inwardly directed - structuring inwardly directed campus typologies with little connection with street 
activity or neighbourhood programmes.

There is some similarity to the heavy industry logic: internalising all amenities but with a key difference - peoplewere 
not arriving by car from the suburbs and driving into an underground parking, leaving without interaction, but coming 
from neighbouring housing by foot, and going to the local pub before going home. 

The Cremorne2025 project, however, postulates a very different approach to these proposals - one that is built on the 
historically grown diversities of Light Industrial territories.
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cityscapes and spaces.
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